Appendix 13
BNC Concordance lines for /kɹ/ (orthographic ‘cr’)
Environment Agency over the past 20 years,

critics

believe that industrial success and economic

still further. The University has limited

creche

facilities and is actively pursuing the

concept is that applicants should be given

credit

for prior learning whether it is certificated

between 1995 and 2007. This would involve the

creation

of the world's longest and deepest electrical

computerised registry systems but these will

create

even more difficulties for archivists and

lithosphere. As the lithosphere carrying the rigid

cratonic

crust moves towards, and underthrusts,

latter two phenomena essentially restore the

crust

to its approximate elevation before loading

self-centred than evil.' The real

crunch

very important in not just lobbying in the

crude

came, however, in the sketch that regularly
sense but providing a real medium of
communication

parents and children waiting to cross over the

crossing

and it could have been much more serious

to private schools. Here the enrollment

criterion

is more financial than geographic. Private

nape of the neck. He was very proud of this

crowning

glory of his and he was incensed with Mac

want to let you know that chief among my

criticisms

of this report, it is is that it is a total

unleash that hunger, that virile, pulsing

craving

that seemed to strain through every muscle

always been a dream of ours, to come on a

cruise

.' She smiled. `We couldn't afford it for

Blake.' A brief flicker of uncertainty

crossed

the carefully made-up features. `Oh, well

care to refute the argument put forward by

Cripps

at Hull that there was no objection to

likely to insist that the obtaining of these

critical

consents is a condition precedent to completion

An expired writ which has not been served

creates

such a fundamental defect in procedure

deed of arrangement for the benefit of his

creditors

; (11) while the applicant is a patient

observing the relevant conflict of law rules,

create

a contract genuinely governed by a foreign

you could actually see the colour in the

crevices

still, this red colour. And so we took

with a lot of the concerns, a lot of the

criticisms

that we have Yes. it's set far enough back

meant that abstracts of title had to be

created

by our predecessors, who were in fact charged

is in receipt of income support or family

credit

under the social security scheme (s17(9)

Section 1 principles Once the threshold

criteria

in s31 are satisfied the court has power

does not take the profit on many claims

created

by this to make it a very worthwhile exercise

the original statement to destroy their

credibility

. If anything like this occurs you may need

surprises the two footballers, Broadbent and

Crisp

, with a turn of 86 words giving unsolicited

early tomorrow because a witness is being

cross

examined by Mr got to go off to so tomorrow

right brain with the ideas, so that's the

creative

side. Okay then we used this er in a way

did this in a much faster way a much more

creative

way a right brain activity. When I say

adapting to environmental changes could

create

700,000 jobs and generate business worth

other environmental groups have sharply

criticized

the proposals because they leave British

heard that he was all right, but now she

crumpled

like a wet paper bag, laughing and crying

happy I could cry!' `Please don't.

Crying

females always make feel guilty.'

beautiful torture on the twin globe she

cried

out, drowning in a riot of sensation.

the pan -' `But the fire caused this

crisis

-' `The fire just highlighted a problem

lifetime. Cypresses grew alongside the walls.

Crushed

stone paths wound through beds of early

didn't, let's forget that bit,' he said

crisply

. `Now think. Did you see the name of the

seconds before Penry gasped, stiffened, then

crushed

her in his arms as their breathing slowed

Cath had to run away, that was one of your

crises

you were having Oh god that's right because

and the squares for the blankets, I can't

crochet

though, I'm no good at crocheting, I ca

she believed had been most susceptible to

critical

misreadings in 1923: My work this

their bills by brushing them through bark

crevices

, or the passage of seeds through an animal

by howler and white-faced monkeys and by

crested

guans. At Los Tuxtlas in southern Mexico

Rayleigh numbers ranging upwards from the

critical

value. The pictures are shadowgraphs (see

their attacker with long hair seemed to

crouch

down and try to catch the ball every time

laps, accompanied at all stages by several

crew

members and passengers. After an hour and

Leeds were down to ten men. However

Crewe

came back into the game a scored after

were 4 of a kind really. All suspect on

crosses

, great on 1 v 1, reflex saves & shots.

. Another Early music reviewer has

criticized

an Austrian performer (much admired in

spacious house complete with swimming pool,

Crawford

went into four months' training for his

Millionaire. Hello-Goodbye featured

Crawford

as a playboy adventurer, with a penchant

SAME TIME, DIFFERENT ACTRESS Even before

Crawford

left the cast of Billy, it was announced

When the `reflagged' Kuwaiti Ultra Large

Crude

Carrier (ULCC) Bridgeton struck a mine

a more optimistic note, just as the 1990

crisis

was developing, NIOC had been in the process

a process which orients the axes of the

crystallites

in one direction. The occurrence

factors which control the firm's success (

critical

success factors are discussed in Rockart

signed the SCOTCATAgreement which allows

credit

to be given towards academic awards to

table beside it. A group of small

creatures

were dragging its packet of sandwiches

herself at another of the creatures. The

creature

's weapon fired but missed her. She threw

felines - how they would kidnap smaller

creatures

from the garden, take them into the house

colleges of education. Developments in the

creative

and performing arts coincided with only

very far towards new relationships, and

criticizing

validation visits in particular: they were

fog, traffic sounds muted, an anguished

cry

from the Thames as a ship sounded its foghorn

military vehicle. `Let's get gone,'

cried

Kevin. `After them!' cried Sam Maggott

All this?' The lad's smile passed over his

creation

. `You'd really like to know all about it

`That man.' Turning, she searched the

crowds

for a glimpse of him. Unable to see him

control her trembling bottom lip. `I will not

cry

!' she muttered fiercely. `I will not!'

stomach and wondered how it must feel to

create

new life inside your body. Such a beautiful

`Now just you hold it there!' Robyn

cried

, flinging herself to her feet. `How dare

and found out that it was you…' Her voice

cracked

and she paused, helpless, while her composure

take me with you .' Then his arms

crushed

her against him, and his mouth traced a

want?' Araminta's smug, thin smile

creased

her mouth. `I'm here to give you notice

grandmotherly eye, was kicked out of the Rainbow

Crche

for spitting and language, so she dragged

you workin' these days, Crilly?'

Crilly

shakes his head. `I take what comes along

now, early detox is dangerous… think of

Crilly

now, think of Crilly.' `I can't seem

Parser There are a number of selection

criteria

that should be taken into consideration

Oh yeah, that's a funny picture,' he says

cracking

a smile. ' That's the one where I look

banding together, bolstering each other up to

create

and maintain their power base. In fact

sense helps us act in the world, instead of

criticising

its supposed inadequacies and developing

bibliophile alike the nature of his `invisible'

craft

and the intellectual and emotional considerations

Their current goal is to win an entry into

Crufts

, but maybe this will take a couple of years

engraved tankard on his behalf. As Graham

Crowe

said `If all the 710 technicians sold as

achievement is measured against fixed performance

criteria

, how can a system of prizes be justifiable

atmosphere. The range of airfresh units help to

create

a distinctive fresh, clean atmosphere that

been arranged under the auspices of the Red

Cross

[see pp. 34165-66]. During the course of

GDP. It was estimated that for 1990 new

credits

of about $3,000 million would have to be

citizens in public places and proposed the

creation

of a special commission to consider changes

which could bring a rapid resolution of the

crisis

; the Security Council Military Staff Committee

nationals were safe in the Philippines,

criticized

the decision to suspend the volunteer programme

the official rate at the time under the"

crawling

devaluation" system stood at $1.00=K23.

attempted to come to their aid. The

crew

were subsequently released into Sudanese

visited Algeria on March 4-5, 1989, to discuss

credit

arrangements, energy and commercial co-operation

i Fakty, Vladislav Starkov, under strong

criticism

following the publication in early October

need to be placed on-site. It is therefore

critical

that Public Services staff be aware of

- Mr Smyth of Dungannon, Miss Hammond of

Craigavon

, Mr McKelvey of Newry, Mrs Harris of Belfast

beaten, lemoned and sweetened half pint

half glass white wine 1 large spoonful

supervision.' Scouts watch Coleraine duo

cream
CROSSchannel

Man-of-the-match is fantastic.' The superb Tyrone

Crystal

trophy, donated by the Dungannon Clarkes

to score at over seven runs an over, but

Crowe

and a timely 44 not out off 28 balls by

, traffic for Portstewart should use the

Cromore

Road, while motorists for coast road car

Area: Socio-legal studies Subject Area:

Crime

and criminal justice To enable researchers

criminal justice Subject Area: Crime and

criminal

justice; Accountancy; Money and finance

force. Award Title: The dynamics of skill

creation

and utilisation in the North West Award

to , I've sold card of the match, at, at

cricket

matches. I've sold cushions at the cricket

worked with many London orchestras.

Craig

Nathan graduated from the Department of

mortality had dropped by 50 per cent. The report

criticized

a number of developing countries, including

been tried. Guzmán's lawyer Alfredo

Crespo

, president of the Association of Democratic

newcomers. The new government was

created

under the terms of a new" national charter

Manuel Castillo Rabassa Communications Homero

Crabb

Valdés Construction Jose Canete Alvarez

to overthrow the Egyptian government and

create

an Islamic state, with the support of foreign

trade policies on March 12, in an unusual

criticism

of a member state. It contrasted US emphasis

still fighting to capture JNA garrisons in

Croatia

(the important garrison of Bjelovar near

JNA bombed the presidential palace in the

Croatian

capital, Zagreb. Croatian President Franjo

was attacked on Oct. 12. In retaliation,

Croatia

reimposed its blockade on the Borongaj

1990 oil price increases caused by the Gulf

crisis

resulted in a windfall for the 225,000

Particular attention would be given in 1991 to

creating

jobs and boosting the private sector.

Libya access to fresh lines of international

credit

. Internally, a policy to liberalize and

An aircraft with nine people on board

crashed

on the Pacific island of Espiritu Santo

Minister, Michel Rocard, who was jeered at by

crowds

. AFRICA UGANDA Omara Atubo, Minister

a US$1,300,000" reward" from the Bank of

Crete

's then chairman George Koskotas for his

imprisonment which varied according to the

crimes

committed and sentences received.

Solórzano who had been criticized for his

credit

policies. De Franco said that President

helped Bush win his battle with congressional

critics

who had been attempting to block the renewal

In late 1990 the SLORC initiated a major
governments'commitment to recent UN resolutions
on the Gulf

crackdown

against opposition activities in order

crisis

, although Vellayati added that Iran would

scouts will swell the attendance at Wednesday

to visit Yeltsin but not to present his

credentials

to acting President Yanayev. However, as

of the Krajina region) which was central

Croatia

's only remaining link with most of its

the UK Foreign Secretary, was particularly

critical

of the idea of extending majority voting

party members was made public. In it Benegas

criticized

Solchaga, the Finance Minister, for rejecting

ministers from CEI member countries Austria,

Croatia

, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Italy, Poland

from Bangladesh and of Bangladeshi refugees

crossing

into India. Visit by Iranian Foreign

German export credit agency Hermes to resume

credit

guarantees for German exporters. The absence

released. Altogether 66 people accused of minor

crimes

were released without trial after showing

Europe, Britain already meets most of the

criteria

drafted by the Dutch presidency for membership

operation of international trains to King's

Cross

before the completion of a new rail link

people. The establishment thought they were

crazy

, quixotic, unrealistic, even ridiculous

repayments minus aid and new loans) to the

creditor

nations. In the five years between 1982-87

total portfolios. The `crisis' is now a

crisis

for at most two or three large US banks

water-cannon, police batons, or bulldozers

crashing

through shanty-towns. The best the authorities

had been still for several minutes did she

cross

to the bench and set the pail down. Her

a landscape of alienation, and I miss my

creek

which now seems only to be a nostalgic

the Labour party during the passage of the

Criminal

Justice Act 1991, so the hon. Gentleman

has claimed that there could be further

cross-border

attacks by loyalist paramilitaries - a

116-officer shortfall in an area with rising

crime

? When will he get together with the Secretary

not rely on Crown privilege in relation to

cross

undertakings for damages? Is not it crystal

police officers that they need to reduce

crime

? Why do not the Government copy Labour's

that was accompanied by a totally different

cry

that echoed from downstairs. `Yoo-hoo

the cups and saucers while Jean rinsed the

crumbs

off them and stacked them in the dishwasher

relevance of the price was discussed in Brown v.

Craiks

(1970 H.L.) which involved the sale of

North concerned looking at English and Welsh

crime

in the context of the international scene

circumstances - for example, if there has been a

crisis

and there is a need for waste to be disposed

actually mean. Mrs. Gwyneth Dunwoody (

Crewe

and Nantwich) I agree that it is important

suggested by my hon. Friend the Member for

Crawley

(Mr. Soames) - thus introducing a greater

with the rest of the EC and the world over

Croatia

, which led, in the words of our Foreign

decisions being made. There are three main"

crunch

" questions: 1. What will be the resultant

leaving the sky coloured like a huge bruise as

crimson

and purple paled to light green and oyster

liability for consequential loss of the buyers'

crop

. These limitation terms were incorporated

and the control of pyramid selling.

Creation

of criminal offences The aim is to discover

continuation of the regression story or in Part the

creation

of a rain-shadow area behind the new mountains

them up." " That's not true," Kate

cried

. " None of it's true." " My mother

to paint pictures of the moor. But he was

cruel

to her, and after a while he left her.

button on the entryphone, waiting for the

crackle

of her distorted voice, but there was nothing

there are numerous inscriptions referring to

craftsmen

, as well as several sculptured reliefs,

reason could have been some sort of political

crisis

. This body of evidence is not strong, for

lexis of the London variety of Jamaican

Creole

may have its origins in Rasta speech, there

phonological. That Joan uses less

Creole

than Carol should not obscure the fact

oppositional to mainstream culture through their

pronunciation, and by this route to enter

an interesting difference between JC and

Creole
Creoleinfluenced

twenties, it is most often the case that a

Creole

utterance does not receive a Creole response

LE on the one hand, and non-Creole-influenced

or so. The primary division amongst

critical

views lies between readings of these tales

offset by the benefits arising from the

creation

of a climate of greater certainty and competition

qualifications that are being introduced, and the

credit

values that have been assigned to each

substantial and enduring. Cochrane's (1971)

criticisms

still seem as relevant and cogent today

would mean that they belonged either to the

Crown

or not. The accused, the finder, was not

person may be deceived even though it did not

cross

his mind whose wine he was buying. Doukas

1977] 2 All ER 444 (CA) - there is only one

crime

but several ways of committing it. A dictum

Assault and battery are summary offences (

Criminal

Justice Act 1988, s.39). A separate count

of the topography so that the date it was

created

can be proved in a court of law. This is

appeared as the jewel in the non-utilitarian

crown

. The history teacher as publicist and

with the economy, if he comes up with a

crackpot

idea like he did over these grading appeals

hepatitis and 54 without the above antibodies (

cryptogenic

CLD). By ELISA 2, anti-hepatitis C virus

aspect of Woodrow Wilson's character, the

critical

one. Now of course, in a, in a complete

from life itself, is the ultimate symbol of

creativity

, and the description of this small-scale

selection, particularly the identification of

Crohn

's disease. Pouch construction is no longer

packaging techniques, which will be found in `

Creating

and Controlling Modules and Packages with

incident log file (OPTION180-PI.LOG) is

created

in the directory specified in LIFESPAN-USER

Initially, this DC user is also the user who

created

it, until another person is specifically

spread it (15%); (5) HIV (11%); and (6)

crowded

living conditions (9%). 58% of subjects

treatment. At the end of each of the two

crossover

phases, patients rated globally the difference

The ruddy-faced fellow fingered his joke

crucifix

. `Pray that you have not awakened the mad

There was pause, then some static

crackle

and then: `Rendezvous is Barbican

does not extend to the upper parts of the

crypts

. Lipkin proposed that upward expansion

had given the appearance of a nightclub

crossed

with a football riot. The platform's comfortable

growth the government had promised, a yuppie

crop

to sprout when people stopped pricing themselves

implied: more homework, a continuation of

Creative

Art throughout.' Deputy Head (Staff

and so erm, the cost of that has been er,

crystallized

now and so that's no longer a problem.

Charles. Er, we have another question. What

criteria

, I mean, will you use to determine whether

is so, then it should be stated and some

critique

of Buddhism as a religion given.

story that you want simply by choosing er

critical

values but nevertheless we've re probably

article 5 to persevere against their domestic

critics

. It is for this - and other reasons - that

Create Okay creating jobs in that sector or

creating

. Okay if that would raise agricultural

factory to them, because of the er, the

cre

the vesting of the College as an in independent

re-used in the foundations of the elongated

crypt

built by Bishop Bondington in the mid 13th

, one of Scotland's most imaginative and

creative

mathematics educators, will be known to

locks slipped down against her neck and got

cried

on to as well. To her relief, Aunt

of the English landscape is occupied by
grammatical and metaphorical terminology on
which

crops

growing in fields. These crops still provide
has traditionally depended. However

crucial point with her own work. We were at

criticism
crosspurposes

at a Sunday school. Flamboyant, mercurial

creatures

, they had passionate wills of their own

river of light Among the creatures of light,

creatures

of light. Clare had led Carolyn along

INSET is normative, i.e. its intention is to

create

a conformity of practices in classrooms

through the post and arrived battered, torn or

creased

; and it's not going to be just plumped

turned the colour of molten copper. The earth

cracked

like a shattered windscreen. April gave

.' `You mean you had a row?'

that, No I find that usually quite a mixed

crowd

goes to it. Oh that's good. Aye they do

flickering tongue that darted out to lick the

crimson

lips when she was concentrating on the

Arsinoe III Philopator was hostile to the

crowd

celebrating one of the Dionysiac festivals

round basis the closed shop tendency for

crewing

of the earlier days could not continue.

period and his strident voice leading the

crew

seemed to calm the roughest sea or cheer

where he'd worked for nine years. At Lincoln

Crown

Court today Judge Richard Hutchinson who

positively buzzed with 11 stories, and eight were

crammed

on to the back, which is as it should be

cities of the late 20th century. But, if the

crowd

is the panoramic view, we all believe,

grin. `I need it,' he said, wiping

crumbs

from his mouth. `I burn up masses of calories

with a large piece of music. Symbols can be

created

in SongWright with a limited drawing screen

fieldnames you use the command /Data, Query,

Criteria

to specify the range containing them and

stones. Hrun glanced up at the widening

cracks

and sighed. Then he put two fingers into

European Currency would predetermine the

creation

of a federal political union and the abolition

loosened his gold tie and then the pale

cream

collar of his shirt in a gesture so filled

`Cleanliness, low unemployment and

crime

rates,' Luke suggested. `They were

potential union will need to achieve a minimum

critical

membership to survive. Any theory

`A natural place for an ambush,' I

cried

. Mandeville grinned and wiped the

under the duvet, and then gave up. With a

cross

little sound in the back of her throat,

smile, she smoothed her hand across the

creased

piece of paper. She'd automatically assumed

murdered in the cemetery this morning. A

crossbow

bolt in his heart.' She clasped her hands

dagger and sword. `Ranulf, you bring a

crossbow

. Try not to be seen by anyone. Keep yourself

generally is the appropriate way to deal with

criminal

offending and I'm not too happy with the

was As I said, just as if they gave you

credit

for what you could do. It's in er Well

not rejection of the Law. As a Falangist
Commissioner. C. The Comparison with the EOC
and

critic

commented years later, the Falange's attitude

CRE

It is tempting to compare the role of

looked up. I waved and beckoned. He nodded,

crossed

the street and disappeared into the entrance

which was weird. The seacat was a smoother

crossing

and the drive home from Folkestone

, and if he had two white legs you put a

cross

, two white see, if he had a long one, he

wonder that they were so fresh in her mind;

creating

a very powerful effect on his mind and

political radicals, and the largely dispossessed

criminal

underclass. Police methodologies

should be entrusted with the control of

crime

, law, order, and social assistance, pointing

recognise excellence in design and individual

craftsmanship

in wood'. The trophy will reflect this

the accompanying illustration of Watneys'

Crown

at Haddiscoe in Norfolk: two-dimensional

dear,' said Francis. `Dyke's are very

creative

with exotic fruit,' said Jamie. `An avocado

gave way a little, and he went up to the

Cross

and took the crumpled sheet. He scanned

not only learned but had an eye. ART

CRITICISM

AND ART HISTORY Do art historians write

crystallised by Proust, who wrote an attack on the

critic

Sainte-Beuve in 1908 (though it was not

there has been no development on this block.

Crack

dealers operate on the west end of the

lead us to expect that once the people have

crossed

the river the city will be the first obstacle

by Joshua at the time of the miraculous

crossing

of the river, and twelve sacred stones

was sure she could talk without her voice

cracking

, she said, `What can I do, Keith?'

herself for not coming out against such

cruelty

earlier. Her Fascist leanings had nothing

director Neil Jordan have joined forces to

create

this misconceived project. The former pairing

houses whose wrought-iron balconies were

crammed

with plants: great pots of geraniums, full

is, voluntary suicide committed by being

cremated

alive with the corpse of one's husband.

(when we are about to enter to harvest a

crop

)? 7. Think that we are all rich? 8. Want

are now fewer production falls during the

critical

late summer. On the debit side we

album (false hellebore), with its heads of

creamy

white flowers up to 4ft high, and V. nigrum

15,000 parking-meters. He has also ordered a

crackdown

on parking offences. Some 65,000 cars a

approach to the country's profound economic

crisis

, and acknowledgement by the Western financial

Yorkshire but all England needs to know.

Cricket

: Stewart feels the heat By DEREK HODGSON

Asterix and the Big Fight and Driving Me

Crazy

By SHEILA JOHNSTON WE ARE unlikely to

his crew was reduced to two. Driving Me

Crazy

mercilessly records the squalls, the vibrant

her arms round the woman's shoulders and

cried

like a baby. The infant, Abel Keith

. But when the snow melts in spring this

crossing

is essential, so it's worth trying just

path passes alongside the boundary wall of

Crina

to enter a disturbed terrain of minor undulations

did after the offence rather than for the

crime

itself. In such circumstances, it would

purpose of preventing or detecting serious

crime

; or (c) for the purpose of safeguarding

fish lay, gasping. It was utterly lovely. A

creature

of absolute beauty. Carefully, I removed

tourists have spread over Europe injuring our

credit

and damaging our character. Their gross

from the fact that a relationship has to be

created

for the duty to arise that if the relationship

findings are replicated by the recent local

crime

surveys, notably those in Merseyside and

policing have declined. (When looking at

crime

trends criminologists are usually hesitant

hard-core social problem group have always been

crucial

in conservative social reformist strategies

fashioned into exquisite rings by James Walker

craftsmen

. Rings that will be your pride and delight

announced a counter-demonstration. William

Craig

, the Minister for Home Affairs, refused

it, I'm fucked. I have no future. Mammy

Crystal

was right.' Tammuz had still not cracked

the horror of being incarcerated within a

crippled

vehicle. Luckily Thoth, possessing more

polygons and polyhedra convert them from the

crystalline

forms of rocks and earths to the positive

seem to think we'll put up with any old

crap

! And DM shoes - I don't wear them, but

was only another fucking cripple!

Cripples

she knew about. Nut-cases she knew about

disaster: the origins of Kubla Khan, the

crystal

and the ice, the dome and the pleasure-dome

occasional weekends, taking the train to King's

Cross

, and then the tube to Paddington. The midnight

the bombs are falling. `It sounds

crazy

. Well, I was more than a little crazy in

weeping fathers hovered over them to stop the

crows

and flies finishing off what Gorbrandt's

the property in the soil belonged to the

Crown

. In Windsor Forest, for example, the Crown

Lynx. Both have dinky LCD (liquid

crystal

display) screens, tiny flat joystick pads

precipitous road climbs from Batcombe to the

crest

of the downs; the spectacular view from

Nuala Scarisbrook has been especially

critical

of the controversial work of Robert Edwards

's views on marriage and the family were

critical

and hard-edged. That she could deal with

of domestic factors in determining their

creation

. The aggressive creation of nation-States

the French threat made urgent the need to

create

a united German State, regardless of popular

, nor are they necessarily debarred from

criticising

the arbitrator for having ignored certain

normal justification thesis establishes the

credentials

of John and Ruth as authorities in their

metal. The white-hot stream flowed down a

crudely

fashioned open conduit, passing only a

national daily; we do not go in for moral

crusades

.' `You once reminded me that our

individual traffic flows and kept the degree of

cross-subsidy

within the sector to a minimum. All

Sleat and Strath branch of the Scottish

Crofters

Union in south Skye, said: `Not everybody

Cathay (1915). And so it was reasonable for

Crane

and Winters, who in the twenties was reaching

brought to a high gloss with a burnishing

cream

. Alternatively, the surface can be rubbed

rather than coloured ones, which generally
EISENHAMMER On this day: the Kingdom of
Serbs,

create

disturbing colour effects with foliage

Croats

and Slovenes was renamed Yugoslavia, 1929

servant of the literary critic. Theory and

criticism

should not take second place to imaginative

of symptomatic reading lie. The Marxist

critic

reading a text for the ideological traces

of Cambridge English, where the idea of

criticism

was central, as instanced by the great

schoolboy would scorn to produce'. If we take

criticism

out of its academic context and apply it

to think that there was no place for such

criticism

in the academy. The `criticism' which is

by several of them. German-born Mrs

Crystal

Vane, 42, was analytical in her view of

biotechnology to this list. City: Costain profits

crumble

by Angus McCrone COSTAIN will this week

to be near-worthless. Mr Hancock's

cremation

on Thursday night failed to end the saga

across a shirt in the hope that somehow the

creases

, along with the water, would eventually

water for more than five years. There is

cracked

mud where water once rushed through the

Canterbury led to constant tensions with the

Crown

and periods of exile in Rome. Apart from

in a cart Endill had made until Wednesday

crashed

into a mound of rusty bicycles and hurt

shingle beaches from which one can swim in

crystal

clear waters. Watersports: Windsurfing

- which serves the dual purpose of both

creating

a current and catching the food. Most brachiopods

cm. 19 Carboniferous goniatite Goniatites

crenistria

, Derbyshire England. This handsome goniatite

exam. We will continue to encourage the

creation

of nursery places. For the first time,

lay, gradually decaying? Had the plane,

crippled

by flak, crash-landed, and its occupants

Kumar Gujral. Masses of Sikhs jostled and

crowded

round him as he made his parikrama, the

upward path, in expectation of tightening of

credit

conditions by the Bundesbank early next

Government adopt value for money as its

criteria

, set targets for reducing carbon dioxide

worst of evils is wholly in control. The

creation

may groan and travail in pain but it can

usual. She was given a decent welcome by the

crowd

at the Ang Mo Kio town centre. Of

Hebrides hold the attention of an island

crofter

. Britain's leading wave-jumping event,

Politicians are poor prophets, but the unlucky

creatures

have to try, because we are elected to

women who emphasize their role in terms of

crime-fighting

, especially `big crime', and those who

The systems of animal production based on

crossbred

breeding females - sheep and cattle - are

question he was `awakened into some passion'!

Cromwell

summoned Richard Baxter again a few days

including Thorney Hedge Road and Silver

Crescent

, Mr Tomlinson built houses in other areas

the less advantaged rural areas sought to

create

new job opportunities by attracting industry

, perfect order, perfect cleanliness. He

crunched

the last of his sweets and gave a leaflet

Norris was away from his seat (leading to the

crack

that he `spent a penny and cost the ratepayers

intransigence. The new man will face scorching

criticism

as an `appeaser' if he does not accelerate

Libya, seeking to test the resolve of its

critics

, despatched aircraft in defiance of the

I am sure we are all keeping our fingers

crossed

for the fledgling states of Eastern Europe

all changed, though, when Kasmin went to

Crete

and there, in a monastery, decided to return

then left into wood till stile is reached.

Cross

and continue up field, ignoring gate on

each had to sit in our own chair. I had

crawled

into mine and was turning round peering

sound, before joyously plunging with your

cronies

into your outdoor make-believe. The park

first small creature called an Ymir. The

creature

grows at an alarming rate, then escapes

so as to escape the blame and often even

criticism

for his actions. So I am encouraged in

battle ground and by her disavowal of many

cross

bench attitudes (Chapter 1). They feared

increasingly in Four Quartets . Elsewhere, he

criticizes

Mannheim's definition of charismatic education

the first time in a decade the Thatcherite

crusade

seemed to be faltering, though how permanently

Department of Employment; in the words of one

critic

, Jock Bruce-Gardyne, he was to make this

all the Chancellors of the period, only

Cripps

, Butler, Jenkins, and (briefly) Lawson

should let bands progress as far as their

creativity

will allow. This involves a lot of hard

run by designers, as people might like to

criticise

us, putting in the most forward-thinking

through the trees and the sound of the mortar

crew

sending the occasional bomb to explode

1976 the detention centres would often get

crowded

. Harmondsworth, which normally holds about

The second main emphasis of Callinicos'

critique

is aimed at the philosophy most frequently

Soviet Sector. To reach East Berlin they must

cross

through Checkpoint Charlie, not far from

bride. Mark Ermler draws generally

crisp

and lively playing from the Covent Garden

of anyone but himself. He had reached a

crossroads

in his life. He had lost many of the people

of Gloucester, who was killed in a plane

crash

in 1972. Charles had pushed himself to

biscuits. Fish roe, taramasalata, fried scampi.

Cream

soups, mayonnaise. Sweet Pastries,

come out cleanly, with no cake mixture or

crumbs

sticking to it. The cake should also feel

were strong enough to focus filmmakers'

creative

and entrepreneurial energies, but not so

in protest against suspensions, and Welsh

crews

promised to stage work-ins if suspensions

flashing around and then he made a dirty

crack

about… Well, that doesn't matter. It was

biggest banks. Some, like Deutsche Bank and

Crédit

Lyonnais, are piecing together hugely expensive

substantially different position from men as regards

criminal

liability, property and contract, if we

commitment. I must try to live under the

cross

daily. I must put my Saviour always before

Usually, the study points out, the

creditors

expect to get the lion's share of any debt

sort out their approach to the problems

created

by climate change. They know what they

Philip was thankful to get out of the

crowded

waiting-room. It was quite cold outside

would be coming down to breakfast soon. Mr

Crawshaw

replied that there was no lady staying

pepper 1. Blend the walnuts, garlic,

cream

and marjoram or parsley in a liquidiser

likes of Tina Turner and Mick Hucknall have

created

a bloated travesty of soul. Well, I'd go

broad categories: students, housewives,

creative

types. They have more sense than money

underlined by figures showing an increase in

credit

business. The Central Statistical Office

reduced the production potential of American

cropland

by 10-15 per cent, and that an estimated

the inconclusive ballot result lend some

credence

to this. Considerable credit must, however

life'. These changes and realizations, he

credited

to his experiences with LSD though conceded

crowded headstones looking like so many

crooked

teeth. The gate lodge, built in 1906 in

Manchester Liverpool Road and Liverpool

Crown

Street stations, opened in 1830, were essentially

leaving in their wake a succession of railroad

crossings

on the classic American street grid plan

the middle of a group of Italian vehicles.

up on one, all they managed to steal was

retain her title at the Women's National

Creeping
CrossCountry

over its dismal human rights record and any

criticism

of its ongoing prosecution of prominent

content is, or could be, factual. Mainstream

criticism

responds by claiming that both form and

or on the straw; for grazing as a green

crop

; for arable silage; for ploughing in to

original Norfolk rotation was used to grow cash

crops

on strong land, yet never were two successive

`I suppose it wasn't you making that

crowing

noise this morning, Stevens?' My

changes. We must reflect on this now. The

creation

of an economic and monetary union is, in

Championships at Birkenhead. Her winning

capture. A speculative report in the daily

Critica

said Major Moises Giroldi, the head of

scream, especially when the errors started

creeping

in during the second set of her 6-2, 7-6

Line train is litter-ridden. Charing

Cross

underground station. On my way to the District

glorious here', he said. Many of the

crimes

with which others caught up in the Guinness

with fresh fruit juice and Italian-style
Lumpur JAHANGIR KHAN and Mark Maclean
both

croissants

and pastries, or savoury treats such as

criticised

women officials after their quarter-final

It is difficult to deal sensibly with the

craze

unless we remember that it is the latest

periodic non-destructive inspection to detect

cracks

or defects in the rocker shaft bosses.

pumped full of antibiotics; they are kept in

cramped

spaces often unable to turn around; they

visitors for centuries. Queen Eleanor

Cross

Turner's Merry-go-Round Despite damage

my weekly `fix' to get me through life's

crises

over the past 47 years - including moving

but was ill-served by inexperienced gun

crews

. Although the royalists later alleged

shape of the park. Main complaint about

cricket

The weather can't be controlled and I

shared between themselves and the charity.

Cricket-based

questions within the quiz will be sourced

on 20th May 1985. Silver Medals: Royal

Cross

School Fire In Chapter 7, it was mentioned

side. Michael darted in to head it off.

Crane

appeared in the middle of the track on

already.' `That's no hindrance,' said

Crane

. `There's something else and I don't know

the place, the friendships - many of them

cross-party

- will be things they will long miss and

Chiddingfold pitch to contend with, plus a strong

cross-wind

. To their credit, both sides managed

have required greater impartiality, a more

critical

appraisal of the work described and more

brutally murdered, and Corbett knew his only

crime

was that someone had watched them talk.

Magdalene, no less, had been discovered in the

crypt

. Then and later there was some murmuring

circumstances or the physical size of the

creature

, but as a general principle, this is true

horses, elephants, whales, dolphins and other

creatures

who have spontaneously helped man in times

would get upset over homework not done,

cry

, call himself stupid, and pester his sister

contributions of goodness have been made to the

Created

God, albeit unknowingly, by the countless

for goods or services, to acts of great

cruelty

and violence. The only way this deterioration

with his cat, he checks himself with the

criticism

that `verily it may well be called an idle

outside to try to rescue the unfortunate

creature

. To my amazement, on locating the source

Procedures for dealing with cheques and

credit

cards will vary from store to store, but

stage which researchers who do not accept

criticism

very easily will probably wish to avoid

time for priests and suchlike. A second

Cromwell

, some call him.' But Cromwell had

following, John Hunter chaired a meeting at the

Crown

& Anchor tavern, those present being Houlston

eliminated it (e.g.… anyone who was openly

critical

…). So, at least according to off-line

question is always a Mini, though versions have

cropped

up in Australia and the USA.) 5 A

12 RCA Maria Heskins and Dominique

Croiffet

. Embroidered velvet and satin over

the finish is electric'. It is certainly

crowded

. Contestants who have finished relax with

got the impression they were going to be

crushed

or trampled underfoot and, though the 30,000

cross country fences. The aim of every

cross

country rider is to negotiate a variety

use to improve the soil for their grass

crops

? (See page 78.) Roughly what is the

Britain is finding ways of getting good
Nevertheless, the government in 1983 announced
the

crop

yields without the need for high levels

creation

of Freeports. Although it was made clear

approximately 30 per cent of which has been

created

since 1920 (Zhu Zhenda 1982, quoted in

attracts some 2000 hired boats and 3000 private

craft

in the summer months (Crawford 1985), is

important, in terms of money, white-collar

crime

. White-collar crime is crime that is centred

recorded in the statistics than are serious

crimes

. Thus, if women tend to commit more minor

not be able to cope. Thus recorded

crime

can only be seen as an indication of criminal

reliable guide for measuring `conventional'

crimes

such as assault, robbery and burglary,

in importance using various appropriate

criteria

. Bearing this in mind, I sought to

markets. This can have advantages where

credit

restrictions on local banks make foreign

I see the lens mounted sideways on the `

credit

card camera',' says Campbell. `There would

surely have justified its prime 9 pm spot. (

Crucible

, I notice, has already been shifted to

deterrence even if the first generation of

cruise

will be slow for such a role. I think

and 10°. On this will depend the number of

craft

that can be squeezed into position.

opposed to the other two. Excellent

critical

insights are continually generated. Nevertheless

problems will be resolved. Meanwhile, potential

creators

of university-related science institutions

entertainment on a national or regional scale has

created

a good deal of commercial excitement. But

of laetrile down the drain. It's a

crazy

world. Still no nutty jokes. ARIADNE

monster. A piece of pinewood, said Robert

Craig

, a Scottish electronics engineer, the log

ebb tides. This twice daily peristalsis

creates

tidal currents every six hours, pushing

with other computers, such as the Suffolk

criminal

is the only choice. Editorial follows

Cruise

information system. This much larger system
to destruction FOR ONCE the Easter
demonstrations

was coming from. He was given an immediate

Critics

' Award and a seat at the back. A

But ion etching has its disadvantages. It

creates

a lot of heat, so companies using it will

venue of many historical events. Oliver

Cromwell

stationed his horses there after he had

very process of hypnosis, they claim, can

create

convincing pseudomemories which no one,

as `predators', and coloured, distasteful

crumbs

as prey, indicate that although the chicks

This option trains students to be

critical

, to evaluate different points of view,

Bracklesham Bay, Aldingbourne gravel pits, the

Crumbles

, and Normans Bay, and up to nine pairs

comment on a matter of public interest. Honest

criticism

is essential and healthy, and is recognised

Blackpool Gazette. Getting in on the act, is the

crew

of the Marton horse bus (left) who were

were fouls galore, and the Town, to their

credit

, admitted the disgrace: `If what we served

, where in more innocent days the ground

cleaned engines by hosing them down with

Understanding the benefits of adopting a

crews
cradle-tograve

certain interesting patterns. They are very

crowded

. They place a predictable emphasis on language

attitudes and understanding. But whatever

criteria

we use, we cannot conceivably make valid

I'm actually using more and more of this

cream

, as I realize that er if you direct it

garni 175ml/6fl oz milk 250ml/8fl oz double

cream

pinch of curry powder 2 egg yolks seasoning

parsley pots for the kitchen to ensure a

crop

for the whole year round. Going to seed

wording related to licences- as to whether a

credit

transaction involved activity which was

There were about one thousand people at the

crime

fiction convention; mostly American, female

three months. MARSHMALLOW FLOATS These

creamy

milk shakes are so thick, you'll need the

Arab eyes, Western action over the Gulf

crisis

since August 1990 is merely a renewal of

services to their needs for, for instance,

credit

checking, less than one-third were actually

and after a few discreet words the lead

crew

sorts you out. We limit dates to raise

local sailing, or long day cruises. Our day

cruises

visit sandy and colourful beaches, served

denotes a certain lack of confidence in the

criminal

process to believe that a totally false

acquit him…' On appeal, not merely was no

criticism

levelled at this direction, but Humphreys

approach on the 31 April 1992, and The

them, for it was said that they had been

created

with a purpose in this life, and that the

three or four years ago. In the night she

crept

up to Angel's room and pushed the letter

Clare felt ashamed. Tess had committed no

crime

. He should believe in her character, and

if they had passed him in the street. The

cruel

climate and hard work had aged him by twenty

me!' `I didn't touch you, you lying

!' she cried angrily, and, unable to control

integrity of the Asmar cell in Beirut, Donleavy

creature
crossquestioned

idea of coming forward would never have

crossed

his mind at all - indeed, he might never

his head. `But these men are dangerous

criminals

- terrorists! They tried to put a bomb

follow my heart. You tell me that it's a

crime

to fall in love. You tell me that it's

normalising conditions in Southeast Asia and

creating

a zone of peace, stability and good neighbourliness

marriage plans. `An actress!' he had

cried

. `But Dorian is a gentleman, the grandson

They hadn't cared to join the small

crowd

of spectators in the old stand, but had

phone, he was wearing what Celia called his

crisis

face. That in itself was not unusual. Public

criticism of her husband, compounded his

crime

. `She did not speak to me, at all, for

to notice the signs of wear and tear; the

cracked

window, peeling paintwork and doors in

different collaborative steps, including the

creation

of joint lecturer/advisory appointments

pounds has been the motive for far worse

crimes

than the one you contemplated. `Obviously

than soaring, when wings are held slightly

crooked

and rather short tail is noticeable. Steppes

confused. 7 in. (18 cm.). V(b) STRIPED

CRAKE

Porzana marginalis. The smallest crake

frequent call a raucous `kraah' and other harsh

cries

. Flight strong and buoyant over long distances

to the degree of BA on 13 October 1656,

created

MA on 6 November 1661, and admitted BD

did not bring the looked-for revival of

Crowe

's fortunes. In 1662 the royal grant of

Lady Margaret Hoby 1599-1605 , 1930; Claire

Cross

, The Puritan Earl , 1966; J. T. Cliffe,

marriage, in 1909, was to a widow, Mrs Sophia

Crofts

, of Kensington, daughter of a wine merchant

travels Tozer was usually accompanied by T. M.

Crowder

, bursar of Corpus Christi College, whose

career in the City. He presided over the

creation

of the British Sugar Corporation, served

organized his material around the six days of

creation

, concentrating on cosmology, meteorology

forms of scientific collecting involving

cruelty

to animals - against which, as a self-styled

heart failure 6 April 1951 in the Charing

Cross

Hospital. Her last words were, `Don't let

occupational title `chemist'. He inspired the

creation

of Oxford's earliest ancillary scientific

Gray… sells cypresses in pots at half a

crown

apiece; you turn them out of the pot with

1292) in Canterbury Cathedral; of Edmund

Crouchback

and Aveline of Lancaster in Westminster

have moved in step with a precision that

cries

out for explanation'. Surely this is an

shyly explained about the workings of the

creamery

. `Butter and cheese,' they said, and Grainne

slowly now, `and although I know it, the

Cruithin

will know the whole.' Yes, the Cruithin

she had been forced to see the terrible

creatures

that hold sway there, and she had been

political power - one has not told them the

criteria

that they should use for judging whether

period which has led people to fear the

creation

of a military-industrial complex. there

more than three thousand verst. If we can't

cross

the Sea of Storms, a tenth of the distance

national politicians actually took much

credit

for the houses and schools built `under

Algerian independence, but abstained on

crucial

issues such as the admission of the people

John was in the first wave of troops to

cross

the Channel. Gene landed a few days later

the Wolfprince shall see it.' The

crimson

rope-lights whipped forward effortlessly

had been living the duplicitous life of a

critic

deciphering his own works, but when he

him closely about the calibre and affiliations

needs emphasizing that crime and fear of

crime

hit working class women more than any other

dreamed the Whale calm, asking the great

creature

politely for its cooperation in garnering

report - and many magazines and journals are

created

in just this way. An ideal product for

framework of values, through the specific truth

criteria

in current use, to their application on

assessments. They learn how to form informed

critical

evaluations. And they Learn how to place

some acquaintance with. The exercise of

critical

reason What is going on when we get our

Mercians and the southern Saxons through the

creation

of a new hierarchy of power in southern

cf., D, s.a. 730). Such a civil war would

create

exactly the conditions for the Mercian

possibly as a response to some of Boniface's

criticisms

, Aethelbald issued a grant of privileges

With the help of a friend Lucy stopped

crying

and started being angry. She found a childminder

relieving stress and tension. After a `good

cry

', properly in touch with our feelings,

that all the bluster of music was a sad

cry

because the world was unevenly divided,

so richly deserve… Black diagonals

crisscross

. Black branches moving over night sky,

he entered into any composition with his

creditors

or scheme of arrangement) (s 275); (iii

ceases to be or is found never to have been a

creditor

(r 6.158). A committee member may

yachtsman's haven for many decades to come.

Cruising

snippets Plans for a private marina with

61-footer (18.5m). Bunches of green bananas,

crates

of unripened tomatoes and strings of rudely

, two-and-a-half, were becoming a little

cranky

and tired of hanging on to the cockpit

over a long period of time, or part of your

crop

, ideally, over a long period of time, does

. Except that there in no real thing: it

creates

illusion. I knew that the area where we

whatever is in it, will bring us a lot of

creds

. And I want them. ' But its crazy

dismantle me. How fast news travels on

criminal

grapevines, I thought miserably. Especially

erm If there are tw if there are twelve

crotchets

and each of those are in groups of three

resource. Ewa Kuryluk, in her study of female

creativity

, Veronica and Her Cloth, focusses on the

architectonics emanate from this artist's acute

critical

investigations into drawing as a genre

Middlemass's complex geometrical doodles, and the

crumpled

agenda, ringed with coffee stains, of the

been reviewed at time the organisation was

created

, we acknowledge the political realities

adjustment advice form), Valerie Taylor, Leith (

crossing

stamps now to include address and postcode

to competitive success and thus to wealth

creation

. A recent joint DTI/CBI survey on best

is not only in the actualities of pre-war

crime

, nor in the fears surrounding crime, that

power of trade unions, which led to the

creation

of the Labour Party, with fearful signs

resentment of the police by a marginal `

criminal

element'. Suspicion and hostility towards

next station should have been Mornington

Crescent

but it was not. It was Euston. It took

's songs have always elicited a somewhat

critical

response because, elegant and effectively

equities, ie, those trades requiring no

human input. Its fledgling Instinet system

spark new trains of thought or fruitful new

creative
crossconnections

and customer. The proliferation of

credit

card issuers does mean that there is a

500 but he was getting close at Eastern

Creek

. And he finished less than seven seconds

charge, settle bills payable by bank giro

credit

, order foreign currency for school trips

skilled workers have controlled entry to their

craft

of type-setting, and hence `kept themselves

Wilson 1948:97 - 8). As part of the post-war

creation

of the Welfare State, the Children Act

the editor Harold Evans who pioneered the

creative

use of photography in papers. He had a

select the design you want. You can also

create

beautiful designs in outline, which are

to control all the activities involved in

cross-border

transactions. They do this when they believe

. If the journals are not there, that erratic

Hungarian law that a one-man company may be

created

, and according to the ministerial reasons

The crux of Body's book is that subsidies

create

problems which, in turn, cause millions

Buffalo. Day 7 Buffalo-Gettysburg

Cross

the state of New York into Pennsylvania

Centre houses a gallery with major art and

craft

exhibitions, a craft shop selling a fine

upholding of a consensual approach towards

criminal

justice. The great issues, the ending of

your account for you, it is advisable to

cross

the cheque with the words `account payee

owed to the innovatory genius of Thomas

Cromwell

are questions still open to dispute. But

from women supporting the birth-control

crusade

. One reported that many had read Drysdale

time. The same is true for materials for

creative

activity. 5. Provision of necessary

still the dust. The Giants Hill and the

Crusaders

' Chapel IN the Dales, history and legend

the academic arena that we might respond

creatively

to protest." Similarly, Hardy found herself

perceived at the time - was to become of

crucial

importance later and will be looked at

a tutor group. The important thing is to

create

expectations in the school before the event

both think and feel, imaginatively, and

creatively

. For you, teacher, it is not just beating

clumsiness, and Neville Chamberlain was even more

critical

. In February an Empire Crusade candidate

word, reviewing? a critic, then? No, not a

critic

: her attitude to her present undertaking

sliding friction cramps or a small sash

cramp

for this. The two ear and eye pieces

still melting ramparts like a man with a

crime

to expiate. But on the following day he

strength of a purely local tradition of superb

craftsmanship

. The duchy of Aquitaine was not just

patterns, interlace, and animal heads, with a

cross

sunk into panels near the top. Of

He looked at her slyly. `Well you were

cross

, weren't you?' `Only because you're

display stored in the computer which can be

created

, recalled, modified, scaled, repositioned

, they would challenge their" Greypower"

critics

with a fist in the face. Older people,

works in more detail in order to develop my

critique

of the `autonomous' model and to move towards

limitation of these data is that the selection

criteria

were not explicit. Two different points

highlighted by Marxists, there are non-Marxist

of voluntary or spontaneous collectivism

in serial form, which means that forward

critics
crossreferences

for judicial review in order to reduce the

Crown

Office List to manageable proportions.

Evergood and Will Barnett join a downtown

crew

made up of Carrie Mae Weems, Martin Wong

allocate $15.2 million from impending Western

credits

to complete construction at the Gallery

Plautius, that it was seen as a serious

crisis

. In the light of what was to follow, it

Club Cricket Conference, Midland Counties

Cricket

Umpires Association, Worcs Under-19s. Ed

an astonished eyewitness saw Mr Saggers

crash

on to the roof of the Nissan Micra, lie

alternative was to give it to them in 50

crates

.' He need not have worried. Although Phoenix

times. . ANIMATION Aardman Animations,

creators

of the Oscar winning Creature Comforts

probing axe, and twice I broke through a

crust

with boot and ferrule. I knew I was courting

master of double deception who drove himself

crazy

by outguessing himself with Kim Philby,

table.' The man and I prodded at the pile of

crap

on the table. There wasn't a cup to be

fantasies, the last known post of security, the

Crystal

Rooms. `Stop here,' he said. `Please

carcinogenically tanned backs. And yet,

cruising

the crowd for those overheards that can

crew-neck T-shirt, £6.99; leather/cotton

crochet

gloves, £14.99. TOP OF THE WORLD Clockwise

gross domestic product (GDP) provides a

cross-check

on the accuracy of the recorded information

got to, we've got to sing for the master

Creme

de la and his, and his friends and that

who then ? What? Would Liam stop talking

crap

. The geezer out of the woman, I mean Oh

could be rendered incorrect by revisions

there you have a a s a signal. Erm the level

crossing

gates here, 's Mill on the left hand side

because they had, anything to do with that

crowd

who had cried out, away with him! Crucify

! He's a kamikaze! Kamikaze driver! You

crashed

! I crashed! He crashed into me! You crashed

thing a car moved off so whether it was same

crowd

I don't Mm. know. But that was all I mean

real, felt a bit yukkified , thought oh

crikey

knitting didn't inspire me and oh dear

blame. How could he know the man had his

creatures

planted even there to watch for him? I

The bill in question here, because trade

credit

is being given, will mature when the payment

. If, at some point, a legal reform, a `

crackdown

' or a relatively abrupt social change,

don't know whether that's real cheese or

cream

cheese. You'll have to just look. Yeah,

possible studying the cover, it should be

crap

is that what it says? yeah all of those

And Sambo flying around yeah . No he just

crawled

under the door sort of glare, glare at

all edible. Yeah. Do you want erm an apple

crumble

? Do you want Ann to go and whip you up

. Aye that's my Pete's favourite song. I

cry

if I go anywhere and people sing . Do you

the world before they all Look at these

crocuses

mine are all They're beautiful aren't they

barrier pole. Well yes, but look at the

crossings

we've got in Driffield. Yes. The barriers

when I buy those croissants they'd got hot

cross

buns on sale. Cos I, I couldn't find them

out, oh I really enjoyed that and we were

crying

our eyes out. so she's glad she went in

Tourist Board went into voluntary liquidation,

creditors

owed nearly a third of a million pounds

in using the best materials and dedicated

craftsman

. He was a free-thinker and respected his

Jaguar team from Oxfordshire won the GT

crown

… the winning drivers were David Brabham

used by the six forces taking part in the

crackdown

. It not only records speeds, but evidence

right of way as marked on maps actually

crosses

part of the base. John Bugg died

, Ben Reese, will be missing. He runs at

Crystal

Palace. Field events at Bebington

by 4p to 144.4p per kg lw while Limousin

cross

prices fell by 2.7p to average 155.7p per

team they are. And they both er wave to the

crowds

, both sets of players and taken a round

prosecution say the robber was disguised by a

crash

helmet, it had been Bryant or Cunnliffe

conditions found they counldn't stop in time and

crashed

as well. No one was seriously injured

said: Male speaker It was a horrific

crime

and I hope the two thugs who did it can

Voice over Frankie Vaughan started as a
BULLINGDON PRISON/Oxfordshire GRAEME
BOWD/Oxford

crooner

in Variety, Now he represents the Queen

Crown

Court Voice over The attack at Bullingdon

magistrates, and so are qualified in their

criticism

. He says there are obviously going

manage the market, the extent to which it has

created

quasi-independent trusts, and the number

`Your father's murder will be avenged,'

Cranston

snapped. `As for Mowbray, he had that bloody

sign of their mysterious, grisly visitor.

Cranston

stopped and, half crouching, retched violently

her and patted her gently on the shoulder.

Cranston

caught a smirk on Rastani's face. Was he

difference to players with championship

credentials

. Intimidating `It was great fun up

activities. If Britain is determined to

creep

into an isolationist, single country, stand

City's comfortable half time lead. Paul

Creed

under pressure could not reach with his

situation and make the horse anxious, so

creating

another problem of tension to cure. During

roughly what we've got in here is Goodmans,

Crown

, Akai and Sharp but only one Sharp Sharp

expressed to me, have taken a negative or

critical

tone, and far too infrequently have I been

make fun of Lennie, calling him cuckoo or

crazy

, George jumped straight to Lennie's defence

shearing. Oh right. Yes there were quite a

crowd

. Aye. the sheep shearing. And would had

packing station . I think most of the of the

crofters

here I think maybe had a better . But nobody

everyone in festive mood. There were three ice

cream

shops and a chip shop doing brisk trade

Schools did, but by much more important

criteria

, by the criteria of teaching skills and

political centre, because of its location at the

crossroads

of east and west Europe. The wall which

violence actually occurring. Can you define the

crime

more precisely? It seems to me it's almost

education programmes and legislation to

create

a smoke-free environment at work and in

Michael O'Neill shot in the first half and a

crucial

stop which denied Paddy Connolly with only

public transport to get into town it would be

crazy

to jeopardise that. He said the fact

By attracting famous names BPT hopes to

create

a snowball effect, boosting confidence

playing in the street. David Webb, Tyne

Crescent

, `I have a car so it doesn't matter at

BR is equally confident that the King's

Cross

Railways Bill, promoted jointly with London

Approximately 5 ng of bacterially expressed

CREB

(lanes 1-3) or ATF1 (lanes 4-6) were resolved

the murder hunt, said: `It's a senseless

crime

, an unnecessary killing… Somebody must

Strathclyde Police to clamp down on knife

crime

. For the next four months, ten Strathclyde

oversupply in two or three years and another

crash

- effectively a repetition of events in

assistance was well within EC limits. `To its

credit

, the company did not try to engage ourselves

declaring him dead. His fiancee, Julie

Craig

, 26, who lived with him at 34 Churchill

French Socialists prepare to feast on

of comfort The Socialists have been told

not in league with the Beast. During past

crumbs
Crisis-ofBritain

curb the dash for gas or to cut-off the

cross-Channel

interconnector. The first option

opposition leader, John Hewson, reacted to his

crushing

defeat yesterday by abandoning key policies

denominational Holy Rood school. Since then, Mr

Crosbie

has successfully bid for £1.25 million

words a new policy had emerged to meet the

crisis

. Thus Major was able to say amid Tory cheers

collided in Arctic waters this weekend but the

crash

, 105 miles off Russia's northern coast,

particularly the case as the IMF has been open to

criticism

that it ignores the social impact of its

spokeswoman Coun Heather Scott supported the

crackdown

. Her Conservative colleague Coun

meant that Mr Wright and the Darlington

Cricket

Club secretary Mr Brian Dobson could not

diving into an Easter Sunday duck derby at

Croxdale

, to keep the organ and restoration fund

heading down a corner from the right by Paul

Cross

and Saville striking a shot Kevan Smith

entitled to any tax credit payment as the tax

credit

will no longer exceed the liability. Shareholders

This means I miss my connection and then it

creates

a scatter at Middlesbrough as they try

products. And most motivation groups have

creches

for children as they still recruit mainly

allegations in the Tory document, Labour's Soft on

Crime

. The document names him as a sponsor

couple and their collie dog to safety amid

crashing

waves at Huntcliff, Saltburn, on January

, said the scheme formed part of a Youth

Crime

Challenge aimed at establishing better

it was time to tackle the root causes of

crime

. MIDDLESBROUGH: Multi-racial Abingon

Driver's reprieve: A young motorist who

crashed

into another car while reversing at a fast

of the inquiry. - Mr Coghill finished his

cross

examination on Thursday night with just

bad run with injuries and was unlucky. Our

crowd

have not seen the best of Wright yet.

RDW Advertising. He previously worked with

Craven

Advertsing in Leeds. Laing Northern

creating opportunities for artists and many

craft

people encouraged to move to the region

set fire to a £9,000 Volvo car, Liverpool

Crown

Court heard yesterday. John Dunsheath

for David and Gaynor to take hold of the

creative

reins. `This is an ideal situation

a change of heart by the Test and County

Cricket

Board yesterday. Robinson, who has

Bank, which is working with the National

Cricket

Association to promote the game as an ideal

episodes He hovered in the wings. Now He

Sheff Wed: Southampton (a), Norwich (h),

Crystal

Palace (a), Liverpool (h) Arsenal

in the market place despite his warning

cry

. She had then driven off. Now, his

Avenue, Llandudno. Parts of Deganwy and

Craig-y-Don

were also still flooded, although Llandudno

Robert Trevor Jones, prosecuting, at Chester

Crown

Court, said Lound had been evicted from

bat on a damp wicket gave leftarmer Mike

Cross

the chance to shine with 4-19. Knutsford

also liked the antique effect caused by the

crackles

in the gold. The pale green mount was chosen

EC's Indiana Jones, on perhaps his Last

Crusade

? Hasn't his search for Maastricht

her cut-off hot pants and jacket - a far

cry

from the sultry pictures we usually see

week that Norman Lamont is to deliver the

crucial

Autumn Statement. It is so simple that

maximum value of this stress parallel to the

crack

surfaces to the peak opening stress at

by command, touch or at a distance; (c)

Crowd

response: the reaction of the onlookers

filled with splinters Mr Moore Mr Moore

Creeping

down the corridor Uh ee Uh Uh ee Uh ee

superior knowledge and understanding. Having

created

confusion, they can then give advice in

close to you.' Comment : Politeness can

create

distance. If you're over-polite in conversation

the vehemence of his reply. `Are you

crazy

? Months! I mean today… tomorrow… before

football played. Hoddle agreed: `The

crowd

have seen two teams who will be in there

a tantalising cross shave the visitors'

cross

bar, but there was no way through for Stoke

never believed corpses could walk, manshaped

creatures

could endure for thousands of years, or

Christmas decorations, replacing the black

crepe

around the crush velvet portrait of Wally

featherweight title on October 7 at Sunderland's

Crowtree

Leisure centre. If he wins that he's set

hit in the face by a coin thrown from the

crowd

PROUD CHESTERFIELD boss Chris McMenemy

retained his British title and taken Wharton's

crown

, but was adjudged the loser by half a point

straight victories at the start of season

created

by Reading in 1985. `People keep

south coast. An elderly lady couldn't stop

crying

as the Big Man paced through her small

the grounds that for the deterrent to be

credible

the other side has to be convinced that

loops and a count of horizontal centreline

crossings

. These features are matched against a stored

a bosomy female was being embraced by a

craggy

actor in the moonlight. `You don't think

speech. `Minpins of the forest!' he

cried

, raising his small voice so that it could

bank managers. `These thieves sound

credible

because the cards really have been stolen

Major. Mr Gould took the heat off the

crisis-hit

Tories by resigning to attack official

Major watches football on Saturday, watches

cricket

on Sunday and watches the pound on Wednesday

dispute began. Sutton's political

credentials

helped win the approval of the Founders

vastly ambitious saga the power and sympathy

crucial

to flesh out Bleasdale's artful comic polemics

Station, Helmsley, York, YO6 5BZ. Channel

crossing

: Sealink Stena Line, Charter House, Park

total they owed £6,000 on a car loan and

credit

cards. So they decided the best way out

not be fined after being sent-off against

Crystal

Palace on Saturday. An immediate

scripts is supposedly eliminated. Applications

created

with the toolkit are fully architecture-

obviously had other priorities, used to wear a

cricketer

's box. I was able to stand alongside

for XPG4 came from Amdahl Corp, DEC, Santa

Cruz
crossfertilization

Operation Inc - which says it will deliver

Cruz

Operation Inc has also improved its services

government policies as far as possible by

creating

sham `corporatist' institutions and ideologies

Liberal party in the 1920s were to play

crucial

roles in BUF policies on agriculture and

literature already cited that it has been the

critical

area of failure in Britain. Whereas there

created modern social anthropology with
SCO SETS NEW DEVELOPER PROGRAMME
Santa

from Radcliffe-Brown. These are remarkable

Empire is reckoned from the year of Sigmar's

crowning

(year 1). The current Emperor Karl Franz

a huge band of his brothers waited. The

crowd

parted round him and no-one would meet

merely means. Indeed, Bailey holds up for

critical

scrutiny the idea that schools can prepare

passage for ships through the ice. One of the

crew

spotted Ed's body wedged inside a crevasse

technical jargon and by using it to each other

create

the impression that they have a full comprehension

Switzerland's finest private watchmakers has

crafted

this timepiece exclusively for the Danbury

dramatically in recent years. So the BTO is

creating

a new National Centre for Ornithology to

examples of, to use Pickering's term, `

creative

malady'; such as Proust's asthma and Darwin

before virtually demolishing a butchery and

crashing

into a florist's shop. Local people

least 45 bodies and many more victims were

critically

injured, the officials said. Both

with brick and discover new dimensions of

creativity

. Be original. Be inventive. But most of

doing it on a level which is artistic and

creative

, not only is that challenging but it's

This channel might be solid state but the

crunch

sounds quite natural, and experimenting

have involved her in hiding in isolated,

cramped

and possibly dark surroundings so that

corners of the bags so that there are no

crannies

into which the fish might wedge.

's habit to walk across the moor, having

crossed

Hodge Beck by the stepping-stones, and

what you do do is disturb the surface, and

create

greater gas exchange between air and water

Tony Iommi concerns the mother-of-pearl

crucifix'

inlays interspersing the 24 frets. It has

we are desirable we will project this and

create

further obstacles. When we are not in a

for the D12, was also the originator and

creative

force behind the Trace Elliot range.

also the remains of a 10th century Viking

cross

silky smooth body. THICK, SHINY CURLS

CREATED

of unusual detail, found in the churchyard
BY ISHOKA BY MARTIN GOLD FOR WELLA
COURTESY

minutes, and you'll find they cook quite

crisply

with less fat. Serves 2 1 Cut

dealers who offer a warranty, cash discount,

credit

, part-ex and back-up etc. Being an avid

should be helping not blaming each other.'

Craig

made to put his arm around her shoulders

taken over and I knew her politics would

create

a more divided nation. I thought I would

playing here.' The cosy two-tier wooden

crate

that is the Knitting Factory sweats in

by and large, that coheres and satisfies.

Crusoe

's fabled isle contained all he needed to

is more than just the history of the WM &

CR

. Because so many other lines were dependent

scratched away on a sheet of treated notepaper,

creating

a little masterpiece of querulous complaint

radio all resounded last month with shocked

criticism

of the new strategy of English Heritage

resplendently bound copies are on display),

credit

is now given to James's role as project

and his purchase of the `Bury St Edmunds

Cross

' (King of the Confessors). Like an unusually

without obsession, and it is impossible to

create

something without a foundation that is

young elephants may easily get trampled or

crushed

. The Singphos ride in among the angry

professional art historians, artists, curators, and

critics

gathered to listen to lectures, socialise

said Sevens rules committee chairman Dave

Crosbie

. Hippos at play? No. It's New Zealand

attacking, 15-man rugby. Expectations were

. And, in that first season, delivered

had not told me that Rickie and Robin-Anne

created
Crowninshiel
d

disclosure regulations under the Consumer

Credit

Act. But there are various snags.

might be cheaper. Under the Consumer

Credit

Act, people refused credit because of information

child. `I didn't know that's what my soul

cried

out for, well possibly not my soul, but

are determined characters: they live off

crime

, and take as much as they can carry away

blade produced just as good results when

cross-cutting

. Safety features on the Skil, in

were drug addicts, then I realised that

smouldering volcanic lava of past England-Pakistan

cricket

argument and controversy was reignited

persons in New Zealand, I am establishing a

cricket

association for the disabled in Somerset

the point that it had been the bowlers -

Craig

McDermott (whose 31 wickets made him the

1947 Act. Self, by contrast, felt that the

creativity

of the divisions could be unlocked if central

the need arise. This decision was

criticised

at the time as unnecessarily ambitious,

measured for each pulse. (2) The Ni 100 single

crystal

, 6mm in diameter, is only 2,000 thick;

and ignimbrites lying inbord of the Upper

Cretaceous

Coastal Batholith, over the deep crustal

Wolfenden Committee also distinguished between `

crime

' and `sin', making it clear that it was

spend than those in any previous generation,

new demand for health, home care, financial

firms would use local-exchange profits to

creating
crosssubsidise

architect, Paul Sherrod, and some of the

craftsmen

involved in assessing and repairing the

care of children and with negotiating the

criteria

that govern state intervention in that

family could also result in a drop in family

credit

, council tax discounts and even school

by western aid agencies to improve their

crops

find that they cannot sell what they grow

familiar to him as the limbs he'd lost. He

crawled

on hand and knees across the landing, the

9406 F model - and for the first time, the

credit

is more than you could get for most of

member of the NFA board at the time of the

crisis

. Just why the commission chose to

collective leadership of three Muslims, two

Croats

and two Serbs presided over the republic

socialists: what is the status of crime and

criminals

under capitalism? Are they an aspect of

most species are harmless. No tortoises or

crocodiles

are venomous and only two lizards are,

about their wider environment. This can

create

training problems later, if a dog is not

child particularly now that a gratifying

crowd

was beginning to collect to witness his

Sunday the same weekend which drew massive

crowds

. After spending most

It stands in the pretty hill village of

Crayke

with magnificent views over the Vale of

it would appear that there seems to be a

critical

phase in infancy for this to occur. During

specialises in wadding and filling products for

craftwork

. Their range includes a fine, natural Kapok

colour and suchlike. then a pattern writer

created

a `workable' pattern from the drawing.

simulated and live bombing, and for the PR,

cross-country

flights and photographic exercises. A dual

stories that omit one or more of these to

create

a new effect or emphasis. You have worked

protection ability. He was reputed to stop on the

crux

of Cemetery Gates, loop a single line through

adventure, most of us are craven at the

crutch

. Conceit and fear reach down into our minds

Honister Pass. This is one of the few Lakeland

crags

to face due north and receives virtually

this in fact repeats the substance of his

critique

of Sartre, namely that the latter attempted

Eskernazi expects it to take on the the likes of

Cray

Research Inc and Convex Computer Corp.

comparison. Instead of the MIPS R4000-killer it's

cracked

up to be, he thinks it may be only a 30%

operates in conjunction with the existing

Cray

Standard C Compiler. The C++ Language System

experiences of actual participants amongst the

crowds

. The study has often been used to illustrate

political philosophy and policy - the Empire

Crusade

- which differed in important respects

involve speech.' This is a tempting

criticism

; typically half truth and half error. Wittgenstein

. Regan has achieved his declared aim of

crediting

animals `with beliefs in a full-blooded

collaboration between different sorts of

craftsmen

. The ivory inlays that decorated wooden

repeatedly with the sacred double-axe symbol. The

crypts

were small, too small to have needed a

men are able to rate themselves highly on

cross-gender

items because they continue to give them

forestry track to the road below Pen Rhiw.

Cross

the road into a green lane following it

cable subsidiaries unfairly. Now they are

the supposedly `scientific' approach to

crime

and deviance (cf Taylor et al, 1973; Taylor

. Jaq had hired these bodyguards to lend

credence

to Meh'Lindi's role as a mistress, of perverse

by fragmenting care still further. This

creates

a dilemma for health service policy of

century, the Kremlin is ringed with high

crenellated

walls and crowned with the golden domes

approaching infantry, were hidden by the tall

crop

of rye. There was something curiously menacing

By using this facility it is possible to

create

a totally new garment simply by combining

capital of Zagreb be renamed the Square of the

Croatian

Giants. In the president's nationalist

chance to utter them. I was surrounded by a

crowd

of shouting, gesticulating Malts, who pulled

started to burn it started to drift towards a

crane

, which was, together with the surrounding

substituted the doctrine of the Imagination, the

creative

power within the mind, with which we actively

be amazed if a child decided that, since

crawling

was a perfectly good way of getting around

the 1.4 million mixed marriages, mostly

Croat-Serb

, for whom the choice of an exclusive ethnic

industry and if they invest then jobs are

created

in the capital goods industry. In every

back, posing as theory. The crack in

Crack

Wars is between its hauteur and its need

weary, flat, stale and unprofitable. A heavy

cross

indeed, and don't I know it? There is nothing

fought a duel using huge thorns of the sacred

crab-apple

tree, and Hahgwehdiyu emerged victorious

methodology is oversimplistic and frankly

crude

. Any blanket recommendation on skill mix

talk to someone who had a blind spot, a

crazy

gap, a fatal flaw. Eventually she put down

and he rubbed it only to find that he had

created

more pain. After this ordeal Tom

virtuosity with language is not in doubt (and all

credit

to her translator for rendering it with

particularly Limah! (centre, harlequin-trousered)

Crack

German soccer squad sponsored by our two

, I ain't got all day!' There were

cries

of protest, for though the sea was not

available at the time, and it had gone bust.

Crash

Rather like the BCCI crash here in England

was Sunderland's third in succession and

Crosby

said: `We can still come up on the blind

that Pat's Jester remains on course for a

crack

at the King George at Kempton on Boxing

don't break down.' Manager Malcolm

Crosby

praised Butcher for his bravery.

hips and thighs with a firming Thalgo-Mince

cream

. Exactly 90 minutes after entering

not enough to stop the kind of terrible

crimes

that are so often carried out by people

and started hanging around with the wrong

crowd

, says Steven. `Mum was finding it

for Cheltenham's unemployed and for local

crime

prevention. Or that, as a former Home Office

warm complexion suits soft colours, such as

cream

, gold, terracotta, chocolate and sandy

splendid earrings, brooches and bracelets

created

with the Get Set! Designer Jewellery kit

to patterns of theft and other property

crime

, or to broad forces of social change, remains

Mario's family is Italian but he was born in

Croatia

and now worries about his homeland's problems

Given the need to adopt tighter billing and

credit

control procedures, how might this form

dummy, his angular buttocks crusted with

cradle

cap. She gives them grass. They drink from

of the subordinated debt until all other

creditors

have been paid in full.' The development

one head. These variations appear

cryptic

to most westerners, and require some explanation

question: `Could it be that any living

creature

has its inception with the creation of

in the fourteenth century by the repeated

crises

of Sussex life, the French, the sea and

was the central market place, where the

crossroads

dividing the `quadrants' met, a fact finally

passengers and business from a wide area to

Croydon

. Unfortunately, as already described, Croydon

not interfere with his work. Hull

Crown

Court heard his estranged wife Jackie was

world-famous chocolate factory. The

crooks

drove into the factory at Slough, Berks

wedding party will leave for the reception at

Craigowan

Lodge in the estate grounds. There will

highly unlikely that he was exceeding his

credit

limit. A holder can have £20,000 outstanding

night told how she was almost kidnapped by a

crazed

knifeman. Lizzie Lamplugh, 22, was

stole' Maxwell cards A BUSKER who stole 32

credit

cards from the son of crooked Robert Maxwell

the previous day's, neither unfolded. He

cradled

the mug in his hands. She told him when

their purpose. Creative choice The

creative

possibilities of a professional marker

position of the English church. Tyacke's

critics

are right to point out that he and other

was not so poor an historian as to refuse

credit

to other parliamentarians such as Lushington

decrepit. The inks have dried out, the papers

crumpled

and crumbled, the wrapped piles of letters

change in our self-awareness, he saw the real

crisis

as lying in the inability of theology to

mechanical grinder, which can overheat the

crampon

and ruin the temper of the metal. CAIRNGORM

translator had attended very carefully to all the

criticisms

and it now seemed likely that we would

members of the RAF. AFC The Air Force

Cross

(AFC) was established on June 3, 1918 for

legislative power also resides elsewhere. The

Crown

remains the supreme executive authority

approach requires evaluation. A suitable set of

criteria

have again been provided by Hudson, with

car park at Dovedale and their occupants

crowd

the Derbyshire peak District beauty spot

sleeping with his eyes wide open. Jed saw

Creed

wake. The only difference was a subtle

understand.' `I think he's going to start

crying

,' McGowan said. `Anyone got a Kleenex?'

his arm back and hurled the envelope at

Creed

. Money showered through the yellow air.

road was moving. He'd driven into Adam's

Creek

the same way he'd driven into a hundred

lie awake at night and see his father's

crumbling

figure, the leap of blood like a scarlet

pocket of his shirt, and drew out a couple of

crumpled

notes. `Please… ' He tossed them down on

evangelism as synonymous with an evangelistic

crusade

to fill up the existing churches' buildings

most talented dog star, Emma, impressed the

crowd

with her routine of tricks, and as for

Thursday morning, there will be an arts and

crafts

session for five to eleven-year-olds, and

Probably not, remembering the pot-bellied

crab-faced

lot at the Trow. The days flew by

beat relentlessly down on his aching head.

Cramped

on the ground he tried to stretch and found

`Follow the river to Needless Gate.

Cross

it and the street will take you there.'

parties in three major respects: they are

critical

of certain aspects of the Soviet Union;

mothers and fathers with her friends in the

crawl

space under the porch, said it was marvellous

couldn't afford to get high any more. Then

crack

showed up. I don't know whether I got Aids

Such harmonious discord is the deliberately

created

statement. During the sterile Eighties

Llewelyn of seven-woman comedy group the Bibi

Crew

. `It gives the impression that there's

down and party with you.' But although the

crowd

has danced its way through the set, once

driver handed us down. There seemed to be

crowds

of people lined up on each side of the

courage and exploits were legendary, and his

crews

were said to have unbounded faith in him

argue with Wayne in front of the cast and

crew

. Eventually Wayne's patience ran out and

his friend, the rabbi'. During my

crowded

two years at Stepney, the Church of England

signing of a definitive loan agreement.

CREDIT

RATINGS Mitsubishi Electric Corp has

hall was filled with smoke. At Bathsheba's

cry

, Boldwood's despair had turned to anger

transport of delight, to see beneath us a

crushed

flower, a stamped upon camellia, its pollen

on questions of fact and/or law, to the

Crown

Court. Appeals from decisions in more serious

necessarily bring him within the focus of

criticism

. It would, moreover, be inappropriate for

and all the children behind him started to

cry

. Sowerberry and Oliver, their work done

of the Fair Trading Act 1973 lists five

criteria

in determining the public interest. The

for some set of discount rates) to find a

critical

price level that will fully enforce adherence

` It isn't that kind of pain , and then

cried

out with terrible conviction - Wendy, you

banal words that hurtled from his mouth. She

crouched

on the lino, her face flushed from the

the engines. `What was that?' she

cried

. `I said,' shouted Dick, `We're not

abroad so that he might one day embark on the

crusade

: the barons, the Scots, and the French

The mining and marine transport of coal

created

a distinctive capitalist class and one

drive for class - indivisible Television to

cross

all boundaries and backgrounds. It is doubtful

pattered at the water's edge of a muddy

creek

and a whimbrel whistled as it flew overhead

the phenomenalist case. Chisholm (1948)

criticises

phenomenalism as a theory of meaning.

though we are apt to follow a general in a

crisis

. In the second: the obvious views, you

news of her son. As the woman spoke she

cried

. Flavia looked and listened as if to events

could be harshly critical. What made his

criticisms

acceptable was the care with which he assessed

elsewhere, had become a highly influential

critic

, also a tireless supporter of Francis Bacon

of the National Curriculum. Much of the

critical

attention paid to its implications for

is minimised. You may not recognise these

creches

at first sight. They look like parts of

solemn eyes. Unfortunately she was also

crazy

. On their first date she had shown

, and" Tricolor" has foliage veined with

creamy

white and pink, becoming red. USES Culinary

Parley still in progress and possibility

CROA

TS will withdraw into YUGOSLAVIA when faced

Alexander walking to and from the water-tank in

Crowe

's kitchen-garden, where balloon-like tadpoles

apparently not found erm suitable er by the Great

Crested

Newt, and are inhabited largely by mallard

mandatory obligation to hold an inquest. The

crux

of the applicant's argument is contained

conduct just before the shooting rendered more

credible

the now irrelevant defence of provocation

nationalism in other European countries was

created

by the fact of resistance to Napoleon.

with any evidence he might give at a later

criminal

trial. The appeal I arrive at length

In response to the public interest in the

crimes

, a deal was struck in respect to the rights

Pottle were proceeded against under the

Criminal

Justice Act 1988 which contains no special

would undoubtedly have been granted leave to

cross-examine

the complainant about it. As the Court

palindromedary, perhaps) a painting of the

Crucifixion

that is itself (the painting I mean) nailed

Age philosophy of positive thinking and

creating

your own reality, and have decided they

laden with sherry. He drank Old England

Cream

Sherry. He liked the sweetness of the cream

except in some cases of serious or organised

crime

, prosecutors leave the interrogation of

atmosphere of `law and order' and legitimacy

crisis

, but it was not inevitable: policymakers

Liverpool, contrary to section 91 of the

Criminal

Justice Act 1967, and that on 1 February

condor whose image is etched in the oxidised

crust

of the Nazca Plain is still a mystery despite

week, I'd been woken first by one child

crying

, then by two, then by three. Thin little

change. His own ministers even proposed the

creation

of machinery for a measure of consultation

socialism. Unless and until it had been

created

, socialism was unrealizable. On the other

DAVERS: Jackey, sit down and don't touch the

creature

. Well, child, how dost find thyself. Thou'rt

thou art not the first in the list of his

credulous

harlots. PAMELA: Good your ladyship

armband too, along with everybody else.

Crowds

make me paranoid and claustrophobic but

with the faults. He had to relegate his

criticisms

to a position of secondary importance for

forcefully articulated in 1938 in Nizan's

critical

review of Georges Friedmann's De la Sainte

thinking I'd never get to grips with all those

cryptic

keystroke shortcuts. I was pleasantly surprised

closed to many suitable deaf students. Other

criticisms

and suggestions for the improvement of

which she appeared anguished and flushed,

cried

out in panic, and leapt off the bed. After

high valley of near-level alpine meadow,

crossing

the stream which is the cantonal boundary

that health and local authorities need to

create

a place for the private sector in the planning

most to fast-forward the process of making

cricket

accessible to most south Africans.

at the continuing disturbance to county

cricket

's structure and acknowledgement of a 1991

backwards. One reaches over my shoulder and

cranes

his neck so that he can look at himself

costly new educational programmes. (This

created

an `evaluation industry' which sometimes

symbolic assaults on the community from

criminals

, addicts, vandals, and other sinister figures

is not merely that the speaker wants to

create

a good impression in the sight of others

caught between two cultures', an `identity

crisis

', a form of individual splitting between

fairness', like its recent attempts to `take

crime

seriously', is no less saturated with racial

awards. These represent in most instances the

crofts

or separate paddocks of half an acre to

the place of a number of stalls, and so

creating

the plan, described above, where the original

the disc over segments of the city, the

cross-hairs

neatly quartering his domain. `Bustle

pleading with his mother to take the little

creature

on the train to Moscow and safety. He loved

welfare state. A succession of economic

crises

had limited the money available for new

by that I mean television advertising) to

create

real volume.' Alan Giles on the future

was returning to life, a man with high,

crooked

shoulders was wandering round the most

on the land does not itself escape. The

criterion

of liability is: `Did the defendants… bring

decision had cheered him up; the bustle

created

by his demands reaffirmed the show of his

greetings just after ten thirty a.m. Mr

Crump

had just set his watch by the Winster long

is rarely given the respect it deserves);

crucially

, it works best not in public, where the

new leisure' became fashionable again. One

crucial

element in this was the resumption of centre

you see, and so needs to eat right now . I

cringed

, blushed, and looked away. Still

non-agricultural population in the village has

created

new cleavages and social divisions which

talons of Creggan. Seeing the Man approach

Creggan

pulled away and with one final lunge of

Since it is the threat of take-over that is

crucial

it is not possible to measure the effects

satisfying this need, the novelist in the

crime

novel can then be allowed his share. You

reading the earliest Gideon books of John

Creasey

, stop at each fact that you feel inclined

encounters riddled with the absurd. And it was as

crime

stories, mystery puzzles, that he chose

tone of the master and almost impossible to

create

stories as imbued with life as his.

Commercial Court and occupied about 20 minutes.

Crossman

Block were represented by counsel, Miss

of audience. The Act is silent about the

criteria

for admission to membership. For

hearing of the committal application cannot be

criticised

and the committal order has been correctly

improprieties towards his wife, the surety, the

creditor

is not concerned with what has passed between

